
KAI KIGHT
I N N O V A T I V E  K E Y N O T E  S P E A K E R  &  C O M P O S E R

MEET KAI
As a classical violinist turned innovative composer, Kai Kight uses
music as a metaphor to inspire individuals and organizations across
the world to compose paths of imagination and fulfillment. Inspired by
his own mother who, when diagnosed with cancer, revealed regrets of
not bringing her ideas to the world, Kai is on a mission to spark a
global mindset shift in which ingenuity is the norm, not the exception. 

In his emotionally powerful presentations, Kai performs mesmerizing
original music and vulnerably shares stories from his own
transformation as an artist. Kai translates these insights into
takeaways that audiences can easily infuse into their own lives and
work environments.

COMPOSE YOUR WORLD
Why do some people just play notes they are handed

while others write new music in the world? In this

captivating presentation, Kai Kight tackles this question,

performs original music and shares the inspiring story of

how he became an innovative composer in a field of

conformity. His session will leave you feeling inspired to

take your future into your own hands and bring your unique

ideas forward.

KEY TOPICS & THEMES
Innovation & Visionary Leadership

Resilience & Disruption

Empowering Teams

Human-centric Service

Embracing Change & Inclusion

WAYS TO CONNECT
Keynote: Live or Virtual

Pre-Recorded Messages

Customized Programming

https://gothamartists.com/kai_kight/


WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING
"Kai is an absolute powerhouse of raw talent whose

passion rips through a crowd like wildfire! Kai is a sure

bet to engage with any audience and leave them moved,

captivated, and wanting more!"

▬ Landmark Ventures

"Both bold and yet sweetly provocative, Kai finished with

a crowd of 500 people on their feet and yelling "bravo"! If

you are looking for an energetic, motivational, and

inspirational speaker and performer, I highly recommend

Kai Kight."

▬ TEDx Talks

"Kai was a delight to work with, from his first run through

to dinner with the Barfoot & Thompson family and I and

then his presentation. You could hear a pin drop

throughout his 45 minutes on stage, that was how well

he held the audience in his hand."

▬ Barfoot and Thompson
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CONNECT WITH KAI

IN ACTION

Million Dollar Round Table (MDRT) 2019
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gdZ8LUZYsyQ&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=30b4w3-lnUM&feature=emb_logo
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kai-kight-1525a819a/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0rVK2TSOqTPcZX7C7VBIZg

